The oral microbiome's relationship to oral innate defense
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Periodontal Health and Disease both involve microbial communities.
Porphyromonas gingivalis

- Gram negative oral pathogen
- Etiologic agent of periodontitis
- Major cause of tooth loss
We propose that *P. gingivalis* manipulation of innate host responses is a component of a “keystone” phenotype.

A major periopathogen manipulated innate host defense to alter the entire community.

A keystone species can be defined as one that ‘serves an essential function for the entire community, similar to a differentiated cell serving a function for an entire tissue.'


P. gingivalis causes periodontal bone loss by elevation and alteration of the commensal bacterial load

Provided in vivo data for keystone hypothesis
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**P. gingivalis gavage model for periodontitis in SPF and GF mice**
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**P. gingivalis causes periodontal bone loss creating a commensal dysbiosis**

*P. gingivalis* can contribute to polymicrobial community-associated disease
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Oral microbiome communities also contribute to periodontal health

Healthy plaque
(mostly gram positive bacteria)

Periopathogenic plaque
(mostly gram negative anaerobes)

Innate host response results in tissue protection

Innate host response results in tissue and bone destruction
Neutrophils migrate to where the bacteria are

Do all members contribute or not and how do they do it

Distribution of neutrophils across tooth surface is NOT uniform

Number of neutrophils varies with species added back
Oral commensals naturally cause bone loss

Two independent investigations demonstrate oral bone loss with commensals

1. Co-cage study (London)

Transmission of the commensal oral microbiota to co-caged GF mice and development of periodontal bone loss after an extended period.

2. Longitudinal study (South Carolina)

Natural periodontal bone loss by commensals occurs over time with induction of inflammatory mediators.

Oral commensals contribute to bone and collagen remodeling in clinically healthy tissue


When oral commensal bacteria contribute to normal tissue turnover processes.

Bone and collagen matrix
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